Rational fractions of the form 0.5/(a + bx + . . . )2<? are used to evaluate the function of interest. Polynomials of from third to sixth order are derived which achieve absolute errors ranging from 0.01 to 0.000001 for all (real) positive x, and relative errors of from 0.1 to 0.00001 for (real) positive x less than 3.1, 4.0, and 5.2.
1. Introduction. In the course of deriving rapidly executable approximations for a real-time processing application [1] , it became necessary to find a low-order method for evaluating the normal probability integral* (1) Q(x) = -t=r-Cexp(-t2l2)dt.
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A review of the literature yielded only one approximation suitable for low-order application. This was of the following form from Hastings [2] : Qfx) = 0.5/(1 + cxx 4 c2x2 4 c3x3 + c4x4)4 + e(x), (2) |e(x)| < 0.00025, 0<x<°°.
While this approximation was not entirely suited to our needs, the reciprocal polynomial form of the approximation seemed eminently well chosen. All approximations developed in this paper will be of a similar form:
(3) ■ ß(x, c) = 0.5/(Cj +c2x +. . . + cnx"--)2<?.
Note the added flexibility of a variable first coefficient, as opposed to the fixed value of unity by Hastings.
After the two or three required approximations were generated for the real-time processing application, it was realized that with little additional expense, an entire range of low-order approximations could be generated. This paper presents the results.
For other, more general forms of rational approximations, the reader is referred to Hart, et al. [3] .
2. Method. The objective is defined as the following: Find coefficients c = (c., . . . , cn) such that Q(x, c) -Qix) (4) 
is a minimum. For w(x) = 1, the maximum absolute error is minimized; for w(x) = Q(x), the maximum relative error is minimized.
The problem was approached in the following manner: First, the minimax criterion was loosened to hold over a discrete set x¡ El, i = 1, . . . , m. An interval of approximation was then selected along with an appropriate set of X,.
The objective can then be stated as: Find c = (c..cn)
such that e is a minimum where
< e, k = 1, . . . , m.
3. Solution. Suppose we have a nominal solution c° to the above problem.
Then by linearizing Q(xk, c) about this nominal solution and noting that w(xk) > 0, we obtain (6) 2>i aö(*fc,c°)
where 8c ¡ = c¡ -cf. As suggested by Rabin owitz [4] , we rewrite (6) as the following two sets of inequalities:
Z «e, é + Q(xk > c°) -<Xxk) < w(xk)e, k=l,...,m, 2>,f: +Q(xk,c°)-Q(xk) > -w(x )e, k= 1, . . . ,m.
Equations (7) and (8) can be thought of as a linear programming problem in the n + 1 variables (8c., . . . , 8cn, e), the objective function being to minimize e. When a solution 8c is found, (6) is re-evaluated using the improved nominal value c^x' = c° + ôc. Since the choice of the nominal value c° was very close to the true value, convergence was always rapid, taking no more than three to five iterations. The iterations were terminated when all changes in coefficients were less than 10"1S. We now discuss the manner in which c° was chosen with a simple example. If we choose the approximating function Q as follows: The approximations which yield the minimum errors described above are presented in Tables 1 through 4 . Also given are approximations just to the left of the minimums with errors close to the minimums, as these approximations require one less addition while the slightly reduced accuracy may be acceptable. Further approximations were also derived with one coefficient constrained to zero. This reduces the computational cost by one addition while increasing the error somewhat. Though these approximations were not plotted in Figs. 1 to 4 , when they compared favorably Caution is recommended on the use of polynomial economization. Though not usually a problem for the approximations derived here, it is sometimes necessary to carry greater precision in the calculation and use of the modified coefficients (a, b, c, etc.) than is immediately apparent. For this reason, all coefficients in the tables are given to greater precision than needed for straightforward nested multiplication evaluation.
The reader is referred to [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] for further information on polynomial economization.
5. Conclusion. A number of cost-effective low-order approximations have been derived for the normal probability integral by linear programming minimax techniques. These approximations are all of the reciprocal polynomial type. Methods have been presented for the efficient evaluation of these polynomials.
